
tawh d

Ash'ath the Covetous was passing by a tray-maker's shop. He said, "Make these trays you're making bigger. Maybe someone
will give me something on one of them." Here you have your own breast full of wishes, your own worthless heart! It is said that
there were 360 idols placed in the Kaabah. If all the accountants in the world came to record the number of idols in your breast,
they would be not be able to do so. In our times it is not necessary for Azar to carve idols, for everywhere in the world there's
someone with unwashed face, an Azari idol in his breast. "The ego is the greatest idol." In the city a Zoroastrian is walking and
wearing his cap, and you are walking with the turban of tawh d on top of your head and a fanciful notion of tawh d inside it. If
turban and robe make someone a Muslim, then bravo, O leader of the sincerely truthful! And if "Zoroastrianism" means to
attach your heart to two, well, you know what needs to be done. In short, know that nothing is given out on the basis of talk!
Abu'l-Qasim Mudhakkir lived in Naishapur, though he was originally from Merv. He was a sweet-tongued preacher. Once he
was holding a session and saying fine words. A man stood up and said, "If the work is done with talk, you have gone to the place
of honor. But if this pot needs some seasoning, then you can't settle down on the basis of words." There was a singer who used
to go to the home of a nobleman. Whenever he sang a song, the nobleman would say, "Bravo!" He would sing another song and
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again he would say, "Bravo!" The singer was also a poet. One day he said,
Every time I sing, you say, "Bravo, sing another!"
But bravo doesn't buy me any flour.

In the bazaar, you can't buy anything with "Well done!" They want pure gold and unalloyed silver.
O respected man! In this road they want a burnt liver, they want a heart full of pain, they want footsteps with truthfulness, they
want a spirit with love, they want togetherness without dispersion. If you have the hard cash, then the work is yours.
Indeed, the first trial you face is the trial of your own being. Gather this being and hand it back to the Sultan of tawh d so that
he may destroy it, for nothing can bring together a dispersed man except tawh d. Tawh d is assaying: discarding the specious
temporal and selecting the authentically eternal.
Everyone in the world is attached to giving one and taking two. Those who follow this path are attached to giving all and taking
one.

For more of Sam'ani, see Chapter 9 of my 'Sufism: A Beginner's Guide'


